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Using ultrafast '2.5 fs and '25 fs self amplified spontaneous emission pulses of increasing intensity
and a novel experimental scheme, we report the concurrent increase of stimulated emission in the
forward direction and loss of out-of-beam diffraction contrast for a Co/Pd multilayer sample. The
experimental results are quantitatively accounted for by a statistical description of the pulses in
conjunction with the optical Bloch equations. The dependence of the stimulated sample response on
the incident intensity, coherence time and energy jitter of the employed pulses reveals the importance
of increased control of x-ray free electron laser radiation.

PACS numbers 75.70.-i, 75.50-Cc, 78.70.-Dm

With the advent of x-ray free electron lasers (XFELs),
studies of the fundamental physics driving non-linear
electronic responses of matter have become possible and
research in this area is undergoing rapid progress. An
example is the demonstration of the stimulated amplifi-
cation of spontaneous emission [1–3] and stimulated x-ray
Raman scattering [4].

Particular important x-ray processes involve resonant
excitations of electrons from a core shell to empty va-
lence states, which maximize cross-sections and provide
atomic, chemical [5] and magnetic [6] specificity. In con-
ventional experiments, resonant excitations are followed
by the spontaneous emission of Auger electrons or charac-
teristic x-rays, with Auger decay resulting in irreversible
conversion of photons into electrons. The fraction of ra-
diative decays, the x-ray fluorescence yield, is only about
1% for the K-shell of the chemically important low-Z el-
ements C, N and O and the L-shell of the important 3d
transition metals such as Fe, Co, Ni and Cu [7]. XFEL
radiation can overcome this problem through impulsive
stimulation via the incident beam itself, whereby Auger
decays are replaced by the incident-field-driven stimu-
lated emission of photons.

The experiment reported here utilizes the innovative
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experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 1 to directly re-
veal the hallmark of stimulated emission, namely the en-
hancement of the intensity in the forward direction. It
also allows us to observe, pulse-by-pulse, the interplay be-
tween the increase of the transmitted in-beam intensity
and the decrease of the out-of-beam diffracted intensity
as a result of power conservation [8, 9]. A previous exper-
iment only revealed the indirect effect of reduced diffrac-
tion, but the key signature of stimulated enhancement
was hidden due to a beam stop blocking transmission of
the main beam [10].

We utilize self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE)
pulses of <25 fs over an intensity range covering three
orders of magnitude. Our experimental results are quan-
titatively reproduced by simulations that account for the
statistical variations of the SASE pulses. They demon-
strate the importance of controlling stimulated emission
through intensity stability, photon energy tuning, and co-
herence times that exceed the core hole lifetime by about
a factor of 10. This is shown by comparing the threshold
of stimulated emission for unprocessed SASE pulses with
a coherence time '1 fs to monochromatized pulses with
coherence times around '10 fs [10].

We used magnetic Co/Pd multilayer samples deposited
via sputtering on SiN windows with a metal layer se-
quence Ta(1.5)/Pd(3)/[Co(1)Pd(0.7)]x25/Pd(2), where
thickness values are in nm. As part of the fabrication pro-
cess, the samples were placed in an oscillatory in-plane
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FIG. 1: (color online) Experimental geometry for simulta-
neous pulse-by-pulse measurements of the transmitted and
diffracted response of a Co/Pd thin film. Incident SASE
pulses of ∼ 2.5 fs or ∼ 25 fs length are focused onto the sample
plane and split by the sharp edge of a mirror, with one half
propagating through a Co/Pd/SiN sample in a picture frame
and the other through a pure SiN reference film for normal-
ization purposes. The horizontal magnetic stripe domains in
Co/Pd produce strong first and third order Bragg diffraction
peaks on a pnCCD detector [11]. The spatially separated un-
diffracted beams are allowed to propagate into a downstream
spectrometer. A grating disperses the two offset beams onto a
yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) fluorescence screen, yielding
separate single-shot sample and reference spectra around the
Co L3 resonance. The shown spectra and diffraction images
are real data averaged over several pulses.

magnetic field with field strength slowly attenuated ev-
ery cycle. Such a process created well-defined magnetic
stripes of ∼ 150nm width at remanence, as shown in
Fig. 1, which enhance the diffracted signal relative to the
random domains used previously [10]. Samples contain-
ing a total of 25 nm Co had '30% transmission at the
Co L3 resonance.

Linearly polarized SASE pulses of either ∼ 2.5 fs or
∼ 25 fs temporal length and ∼5 eV total width were gen-
erated at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) and
steered into the AMO endstation [12]. The central energy
of the x-ray pulses was set to the nominal Co L3 reso-
nance of 778 eV and rastered through modulation of the
electron beam energy to cover a range of ∼20 eV. A cali-
brated gas detector provided an absolute measure of the
integrated incident intensity Iref for each pulse. A sharp-
edged mirror split the SASE pulse into two statistically
identical halves [13] which then are transmitted through
two spatially offset 300mum-wide picture frames: one
containing a Co/Pd/SiN sample and one containing a
pure SiN membrane for reference. A pair of upstream
Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors focused the beam to ∼15µm
diameter spots in the sample plane, as verified by a pin-
hole scan.

Two movable halves of a pnCCD imaging detector in-
tercepted the first and third-order diffraction pattern of

the magnetic stripe domains, with a 8 mm separation of
the first order diffraction spots. We primarily analyze
the integrated first order diffracted intensity, denoted Id,
but the first and third order intensities closely tracked
each other.

The centrally transmitted beam from both the Co/Pd
sample, It(~ω), and the reference beam through the SiN
membrane, I0(~ω), passed through a gap between the two
halves of the pnCCD detectors. Their energy-resolved
spectra were recorded by a grating spectrometer which
dispersed the intensity with a resolving power of ∼ 1000
onto an optically fluorescent YAG crystal imaged by a
camera.

All intensities were first normalized to the absolute in-
tegrated incident intensity Iref . A second relative pulse-
by-pulse normalization was then accomplished by use of
the energy resolved reference spectrum I0(~ω) of the cen-
trally transmitted reference beam, yielding the central
spectroscopy signal St(~ω) = It/I0 and the diffracted
contrast signal Sd = Id/I0. The extraction of the spec-
troscopy signal S(~ω) = It(~ω)/I0(~ω) had to be refined
because the reference spectrum I0(~ω) dropped to zero
near the end of the scan range E0 ± 10 eV as shown on
the top right of Fig. 1.

To eliminate singularities we therefore show in Fig. 2
the signal S(~ω) = C[S′(~ω) − 1] + 1 where S′(~ω) =
(I ′t + C)/(I ′0 + C) and C = 10� I ′t, I

′
0. This normaliza-

tion scheme emphasizes the behavior of the transmitted
signal near resonance. While an incoming intensity of 42
mJ/cm2/fs produces a prominent L3 absorption feature,
as expected in the linear regime, an increase in intensity
reduces the resonance and at 1600 mJ/cm2/fs no absorp-
tion feature can be discerned.

The change in the centrally transmitted intensity re-
vealed by Fig. 2 is replotted as a function of incident in-
tensity as solid blue circles connected by a blue line in
Fig. 3. Due to the poor statistics of the spectrometer
signal the shown data points represent an average over
several shots. In the lower panel of the figure we also
show on the same intensity scale the change of the mag-
netic diffraction contrast as solid red circles. In this case
all points represent single shots.

The changes of the in-beam transmitted and out-of-
beam diffracted signals shown in Fig. 3 may potentially
contain contributions from different microscopic mecha-
nisms. Firstly, the energy deposited in the core excita-
tions can be quickly released into the electronic system on
the femtosecond timescale via Auger decays and ensuing
electron-electron scattering [14]. The resultant reshuf-
fling of valence electrons across the Fermi edge could lead
to a decrease in absorption at the Co resonance and hence
an increase of transmission. Secondly, ultrafast demagne-
tization could completely reduce the magnetic diffraction
contrast on a longer timescale of > 200 fs [15], but small
changes [16] may be present on the 2.5–25 fs timescale
of our pulses. Thirdly, impulsive (by the beam itself)
stimulated elastic forward scattering has previously been
shown to reduce absorption (increase transmission) at the
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FIG. 2: (color online) Normalized transmission signal S =
C(S′ − 1) + 1 defined in the text for three different incident
intensities around the Co L3 resonance for a Co/Pd multi-
layer sample. Each spectrum represents an averaged spec-
trum across multiple shots in a certain fluence range. With in-
creasing intensity the absorption peak (clearly visible at lower
intensities) is suppressed and has vanished at the highest in-
tensity of 1600 mJ/cm2/fs, revealing x-ray transparency.

expense of out of beam diffraction [8, 10].

While contributions of valence electron reshuffling and
ultrafast demagnetization cannot be excluded, we show
here that our observations are remarkably consistent with
a theory of stimulated forward scattering. This model ex-
tends well-established quantum optical concepts to the
x-ray regime by modeling the electronic structure of
the sample as a two-level system where resonant transi-
tions occur between the 2p3/2 core and empty 3d valence
states.

In the stimulated scattering model [8, 10], the interplay
between resonant absorption and stimulated elastic scat-
tering is well described by the optical Bloch equations for
a two-level system. Each atom forms a two-level system
with core and valence levels representing the lower and
upper energy states, respectively. Before arrival of the x-
ray pulse, only the lower state is populated, expressed by
a population ρ11 =1, while the upper state has a popula-
tion ρ22 =0, where ρ11+ρ22 =1. With increasing incident
intensity the solutions of the Bloch equations determine

FIG. 3: (color online) Top: Experimentally observed change
in the transmitted intensity as a function of incident inten-
sity (solid blue circles and line). Each data point is an average
over multiple shots. The open blue circles correspond to the
simulated shot-by-shot response using the stimulated forward
scattering model discussed in the text. Bottom: Observed
shot-by-shot out-of-beam diffracted intensity due to magnetic
domains (solid red circles) plotted on a log scale to empha-
size the large statistical noise due to the used SASE pulses.
Simulated data are shown as open red circles. The shown ex-
perimental and simulated data consist of an equal number of
single-shot pulses of 2.5 fs and 25 fs duration.

the changes of the populations toward the equilibrium
limit ρ11 =ρ22 =0.5.

The population equilibrium, where there is a com-
plete balance between up and down transitions, is re-
liably reached if the incident energy is tuned to the exact
resonance value and the incident fields have a coherence
time τcoh longer than the core hole life time tΓ = ~/Γ,
where Γ is the total spontaneous (Auger plus radiative)
energy decay width of the core hole (Γ = 0.43 eV and
tΓ = 1.5 fs for Co L3). This was accomplished in a pre-
vious study [10] by use of a monochromator which by
energy filtering of the incident SASE pulses fixed the in-
cident photon energy to the resonance value E0 and the
resulting small bandwidth ∆E0 ' 0.2 eV yielded a suffi-
ciently long coherence time of about 10 fs. For the case
of a thin film one also needs to consider that the total
atomic system of areal number density Na/A responds
coherently, lowering the stimulated onset by a value of
Gcoh =Naλ

2/(4πA), where λ is the wavelength. For the
Co L3 resonance in Co metal we have Gcoh'360 [8].

In the present study, no monochromator was used so
that the pulses had an intrinsic coherence time τcoh∼1 fs
associated with the spikes in the incident SASE pulses. In
addition, as each SASE pulse has ∼5 eV width, most pho-
tons within each pulse are detuned from the resonance
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energy. SASE pulses of specified pulse length and central
intensity were simulated as described in [17]. The sim-
ulations yield a parameter set I0, τcoh,∆E for each spike
within the total SASE pulse, where ∆E = ~ω − E0 is the
detuning energy from resonance. We assumed indepen-
dent SASE spikes and solved the optical Bloch equations
for each coherent spike, with the total pulse response
being the sum of the individual spike responses. Inho-
mogeneous broadening effects were taken into account
as prescribed by [18, 19]. Examples of simulated SASE
pulses for various beam parameters are shown in the in-
set of Figure 4 below. The simulations gave a histogram
of coherence times peaked in the τcoh'0.5−1 fs range for
both 2.5 fs and 25 fs pulses in good accord with experi-
mental results [20]. The stimulated response was there-
fore similar for both pulse lengths with the larger number
of spikes in the 25 fs pulses simply yielding a better de-
fined statistical average (see below).

Solution of the optical Bloch equations yielded the
pulse averaged excited state population ρ22(I0, ~ω, τcoh)
given by [10],

ρ22 =−β0
αI0Γxρadλ

5/(32π3c)

(~ω−E0)2+ (Γ/2)2+ αI0Γxρadλ5/(16π3c)
(1)

where β0(~ω) is the dimensionless optical absorption
parameter describing the spontaneous Co L3 response,
α = 0.5 a dimensionless parameter that accounts for the
layer-by-layer propagated absorption and stimulation re-
sponse through the Co film of thickness d = 25 nm, I0
(dimension [energy/(area×time)] the incident intensity,
Γx= 0.96 meV the Co L3 dipole transition energy width
for linearly polarized x-rays, ρa = 90.9 nm−3 the num-
ber density of Co atoms, λ=1.59 nm the resonant wave-
length, c=300 nm/fs the speed of light, and Γ=430 meV
the core hole energy decay width.

The change of the (in-beam) transmitted intensity due
to stimulation relative to the transmitted intensity due
to spontaneous processes is given by [8],

Istim
t

Ispon
t

=
e−2[β0(1−2ρ22)]kd

e−2β0kd
(2)

where k = 2π/λ is the photon wavevector. The change in
first-order diffracted magnetic response is given by [10]

Istim
d

Ispon
d

=
1− e−2β0(1−2ρ22)kd

1− e−2β0kd

×cosh (2∆β0[1−2ρ22]kd)−cos (2∆δ0[1−2ρ22]kd)

cosh(2∆β0kd)− cos(2∆δ0kd)
(3)

where δ0(~ω) is the dimensionless spontaneous optical
dispersion parameter and ∆β0,∆δ0 the magnetism in-
duced changes of the optical parameters. The expo-
nential prefactors in (2) and (3) reveal the complemen-
tary behavior of in-beam transmitted and out-of beam
diffracted intensities which are determined by a change
in the spontaneous absorption coefficient β0 in the pres-
ence of stimulation to β0(1 − 2ρ22). The last term in

(3) reveals that magnetic diffraction depends on changes
in both the absorptive ∆β0 and dispersive ∆δ0 magnetic
sample response.

The results of our simulations are superimposed on the
experimental data in Fig. 3, with single-shot transmis-
sion intensities shown as open blue circles and diffraction
intensities as open red circles. The origin of the large
variance in the stimulated response is mainly due to a
combination of the short coherence time and photon en-
ergy spread of the individual coherent spikes in the SASE
pulses as illustrated in more detail in Fig. 4.

FIG. 4: (color online) Simulations juxtaposed with experi-
mental data for various beam parameters. Top: Simulations
and data for 2.5 fs SASE pulses, with a representative simu-
lated pulse plotted in the inset. Bottom: Simulations and
data for 25 fs SASE pulses with (blue) and without (red)
monochromatization, with representative simulated pulses for
both cases plotted in the insets. The response of the longer
25 fs SASE pulses follows the same mean value as the re-
sponse of the shorter 2.5 fs pulses, but with lower standard
deviation by a factor of ≈

√
10, consistent with our indepen-

dent SASE spike assumption. Monochromatized data utiliz-
ing 50 fs pulses are taken from [10].

First, the short intrinsic coherence time of the spikes
within the SASE pulses prevents the electronic sys-
tem from reaching a consistent ρ22 value, which is only
reached in equilibrium when τcoh is significantly longer
than the femtosecond core hole life time tΓ = ~/Γ [8].
Second, the different photon energies of the individual
spikes lead to a spread in detuning energies ~ω−E0 in
(1) and therefore in ρ22. The energy spread associated
with the temporal spikes in a single pulse is enhanced by
the shot-by-shot jitter in the central energy of the SASE
pulses caused by pulse-to-pulse jitter of the electron beam
energy.

By comparison of the experimental and simulated data
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shown in red for τ1 = 2.5 fs and τ2 = 25 fs pulses in Fig. 4
we see that both pulses have a similar dependence of
the diffraction contrast with incident intensity, but the
response variance is significantly smaller for the longer
pulses. The reduction factor of the variance is found to be
close to

√
τ2/τ1 =

√
10, consistent with the independent

SASE spike assumption and the larger number of spikes
in the 25 fs pulses that leads to improved noise statistics.

In the bottom half of Fig. 4 we also compare the stim-
ulated response for our non-monochromatic SASE pulses
with that of monochromatized pulses recorded by Wu et
al. [10], shown in blue. Besides greatly reduced noise due
to the longer coherence time of the monochromatic pulses
of ∆E0 = 0.2 eV (see blue inset), the onset of stimulated
diffraction is lowered by a factor of about 100 by the elim-
ination of energy jitter ~ω−E0 since the photon energy
is fixed to the resonance energy by the monochromator.
This behavior is in good accord with that predicted by
Fig. 2 in Ref. [8].

Our main results are summarized in Fig. 5, where we
plot the averaged response signals in both the transmis-
sion and diffraction channels, obtained by simple spline
fits to the data. The figure reflects the complementary,
opposing nonlinear responses in the two channels. The
pnCCD diffraction signal is attenuated by 2 orders of
magnitude, while forward transmission increases from
the spontaneous value of 30% to the stimulated value

of ∼ 100%.

FIG. 5: (color online) Summary results of the observed trans-
mission (blue) and magnetic diffraction (red) contrast relative
to the flat conventional spontaneous response as a function of
incident intensity.

In summary, our measurements reveal the observation
of complete x-ray transparency for a solid sample
predicted in Ref. [8]. Together with previous diffraction
results [10], our work also reveals the key dependence
of stimulated effects on intensity, coherence time, and
resonance tuning of the photon energy.
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by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science.
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